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CHAPTER I 

A STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

In a private paper entitled, "The Burden of Infallibility," written in 

November of 1948 Theodore Graebner expressed a sincere regret over some of the 

theological trends which had taken place in the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod 

in this century.1 He expressed his regret, for example, over the course that 

the exegesis of certain texts had taken. He seems to have had in the back of 

his mind especially Romans 16:17 when he said this, stating that he really then 

wished that the St. Louis faculty had arrived at an unequivocal decision back in 

the 1930's over the matter of applying this text to the question of prayer fel-

lowship with Christians of another denomination; but they had not. The question 

which Graebner then raised and the very question which this paper raises is whe-

ther or not this specific passage of Scripture has been properly applied in the 

official positions of Synod with respect to fellowship in all its aspects. It 

was Graebner's personal feeling that it has not, and it was his express fear that 

Synod was in danger of binding itself to an interpretation which might be doubtful. 

To compound the difficulty, it was his stated frustration that anyone who might 

question the Synod's historic exegesis of this text was in danger of falling un-

der its condemnation. He ended his paper with the assertion: "There is only one 

remedy of the conditions here described: Biblical scholarship."2  

During sessions of the Synodical Convention of 1950 the Lutheran Church-

Missadri Synod did finally pass a resolution which in effect set the limits of 

interpretation of this text. The relolution to date remains unchanged, though 

the proposed "Theology of Fellowship" of Synod as presented to the convention 

of 1967 can be read to cast doubt on the former interpretation; for it represents 

a possible exegetical shift with respect to this passage, a matter later to be 
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discussed. This paper proposes to explore by way of research various alternatives 

of interpretation on this text which do exist with the view to finding some cri-

teria by which applications of this text can be tested. 

This means, however, that a further step mast be taken beyond that which 

Graebner suggested. Sound Biblical exegesis may not be enough to settle the apes. 

tion of where and where not the Romans 16 passage might properly apply. There 

remains a problem of bridging the hermeneutical gap between the text under ques-

tion and present conditions in the Christian Church to which it may be thought to 

apply. One would be hard put to find Judaizers, Gnostics, or whatever the enemy 

described in the text, existing today to plague the Church in exactly the way in 

which they endangered the Christian community of the first century. This does not 

mean therefore that the warning of St. Paul need be taken lightly. R.C.H. Lenski 

in his commentary on Romans 16:17f. justifiably was angered by the mere suggestion: 

"that we cannot today apply Paul's admonition unless we are able to point to exact 

duplicates of these errors."3  The problem, however, is that of being able to 

set some sort of possible limits to its application; this is already the stated 

problem of this paper. 

In order to set limits of the kind required it is necessary first to examine 

the text to the best of one's exegetical ability to determine its meaning--and that 

in the context of the epistle of St. Paul to the Romans. It is equally important 

to examine- the way in which this text has been subsequently used in the history 

of the Christian Church. This, indeed, will constitute the bulk of this paper; 

for the exegetical traditions of interpretation of this passage have a direct 

bearing on the way it is currently interpreted and will henceforth be interpreted. 

This is admittedly a stated hermeneutical assumption. It will undergird the very 

conclusions which will finally be drawn. 
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Note that in the body of the paper the text, Romans 16:17-20, will be 

variously referred to as "the Romans 16 passage," "the Romans passage," "Ro-

mans 16:17f." or specifically by reference to a single verse, for example, 

"Romans 16: 18. " 



CHAPTER II 

AN EXEGESIS OF ROMANS 16:17-20 

This passage appears in the context of a chapter in which Paul extends a 

good number of greetings, not only to persons from the congregation at Rome, 

but also to others from other congregations known to be presently in Rome. 

Altogether there are fourteen greetings in number, and by them Paul seems to be 

strengthening the catholicity of the Church. He says, 1Greet one another with 

a holy kiss. All the churches of Christ greet you." (Rom. 16:16) 

Many scholars have observed that the text under consideration appears almost 

as if it did not belong there. As Zahn put it in his commentary on the text, it 

seems to be clearly a digression cutting a line between the greetings begun at 

verse 3 and continued at verse 21.
4 Nevertheless, this need not imply that the 

text does not really belong there. In the context of strengthening the bonds of 

fellowship, Paul might have thought it appropriate to warn them whom they should 

not be accepting with open arms. 

Secondly, it should be noted that these have been serious questions raised 

about the authenticity of this text, in fact, that of the entire chapter.5  Sim-

ilarly, some have questioned whether or not this chapter was originally sent to 

Rome at all.
6 Nevertheless, this paper runs under the assumption that even if 

it had not been written to Rome, or even if it had not been written by Paul, him-

self, but by the hand of one of Paul's co-workers (Tertius would seem to be sug-

gested by verse 22), this passage remains consistent with Pauline thought, indeed 

that of this epistle. Therefore, despite all objections to the contrary, this 

paper will assume that the thought is Paul's and that of Paul to the Christian 

community at Rome. Manuscript evidence to the contrary is simply missing. 



The Raman 16:17 passage, itself, forms a unit containing a warning (v. 17), 

the reason for the warning (v. 18), the reason why the Romans themselves are 

particularly in Paul's concern (v. 19), and finally the availability of God's 

help in Jesus Christ for their pnotection (v. 20). 

Verse 17 begins with a familiar form of Pauline admonition: " 7arakcare.  AZ. 

445,;4eXtiii," Elsewhere in this epistle Paul uses it substituting 4&v for 4 

at Romans 12:1 to mark the beginning of a series of exhortations which do not 

end until the epistle's connbision; it is also used at Romans 15:30 in the very 

same form that we find here. Paul is making his final set of appeals to his Raman 

brothers to live as men newly born with the hope which is in them in Jesus Christ. 

At Romans 12:1 his appeal is for them to present their bodies as a living sacrifice 

to God; at Romans 15:30 his appeal is for them to strive together with him in 

prayer for his deliverance from the hands of unbelievers in Judaea who might seek 

to harm him during his contemplated trip to deliver the collection to the faithful 

in Jerusalem. Similarly, this passage in Romans 16 marks a serious appeal, an 

appeal not to be taken lightly. 

First of all, then, Paul appeals to them to mark, that is, to take note of 

those who cause divisions and offenses among them contrary to the didache which 

they have been taught. C.K. Barrett?  Points out that Paul uses the verb,oKoliiV, 

also in Philippians 3:17, but for an opposite reason. In that context he encourages 

his hearers to pay close attention not to those who are enemies of the cross of 

Christ, but rather to those who live as Paul and the other apostles, so to follow 

their example. In Romans 16:17, however, the appeal is to become familiar with 

the enemy and his tacticsosehthathitteyagiay know just exactly whom they avoid, 

and whose tactics they advisedly had beet not emulate. 



Of prime consideration is Paul's use of the word, IstxorTekrik; he uses it 

elsewhere only once, and at that, in Galations 5:20 wherein it appears along 

with a listing of other "works of the flesh" which are to be avoided. They are 

shown to run counter to the fruits of the Spirit which blossom in peace, love, 

and concord. They are to be crucified with Christ so that a man may walk in 

the Spirit, giving no provision to the flesh to gratify its desires. Those who 

are by habit and impulse "division-creators" do not have the Spirit in them; 

since they are out to destroy, Paul's advice in Romans 16:17 is to avoid them. 

Of equal importanbe is the word, 04-4410‘01. It is used elsewhere in the 

New Testament generally to describe a genuine and serious stumbling block to 

the faith. Christ, Himself, is considered to be an offewme to Jews (I Cor. 1:23), 

so also the cross (Gal. 5:11). In the nearby context of Romans (Rom. 14413; ef. 

9:33, 11:9), Paul urges his hearers never to put a "stumbling-block" in the way 

of a brother which might cause his ruin. Now to sum up what, has already been 

said, up to this point in the text St. Paul gives indication that the enemy, 

whoever he may be, is decidedly bent on living according to the flesh, bent on 

creating stife among Christians and putting obstacles in the way of their faith. 

One of the more controversial clauses of this entire passage is that which 
et 

begins with the words: 7714,14- TolVatoptV. There are some exegetes who would 

suggest that the'p ... should be read in a locative sense, meaning, "alongside of" 

or "next to." This is how Luther seems to have interpreted it, translating it by 

the proposition, neben.
8 There are others, however, who would read it in an ad-

versative sense, meaning, "contrary to" or "in contradiction. sith."9  Theft are 

also same, like Hamann,10 who, while interpreting the preposition in an adversative 

sense, would place this clause not in apposition to the nouns] "divisions" and 

"offenses," but adverbially in apposition to the participle, "making." This would 



render the following possibilities of translating this passage: 

(1) Mark those who create divisions and offenses alongside of the 
doctrine which you have learned. 

(2) Mark those who create divisions and offenses contrary to the 
doctrine which you have learned. 

(3) Mark those who in Apposition to the doctrine you have learned 
are bent on stirring up divisions and offenses among you. 

It is possible for any of these three renderings to do justice to the text. 

Similarly, none of the three precludes the possibility of either of the other 

wD. If the enemy were to try to introduce fatal offenses through deception 

by adding to the apostles' teaching something alien to it, as Luther had thought, 

this certainly would be as dangerous, or even moreso, than teaching things which 

openly would appear contradictory to that teaching. Likewise, if any were to be 

bent on creating divisions and offenses, a practice contrary to the apostles' 

admonitions, the very nature of an offense so created would constitute a distortion 

of the apostolic teaching. None of these alternative interpretations are mutually 

exclusive of the others. 

What is that didache to which Paul refers in this verse? First and perhaps 

foremost, the teaching of salvation in Jesus Christ as outlined in the first verses 

of the first chapter of this epistle: that gospel, promised beforehand through the 

prophets, the gospel concerning God's Son, descended of David according to the 

flesh, and designated Son of God according to the Spirit by his resurrection, the 

Lord Jesus Christ, who had commissioned the apostles in the first place to work 

that obedience of faith noted to be present at Rome from the first chapter to 

our text (v. 19) in the last. Martin Franzmann makes note of other parallels to 

be drawn from the epistle to give meaning to this word: the didache is that standard 

of teaching to which Roman Christians "have become obedient to the heart" (6:17), 
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that gospel which set them free from sin and made them God's own slaves of 

righteousness (6:18, 22).11  There is nothing trivial about this didache; it 

is a matter of life or death whether or not a person is in Christ. 

From all that has been said it is quite apparent from the text that the 

enemy Paul has in mind is estranged from the brotherhood of those who are in 

Christ and is bent on destroying it, and verse 18 of the text makes this even 

more clear. Such persons do not serve our Lord Jesus Christ bat their very 
. 

own bellies. Various commentators interpret the serving of the Koqvk in 

different ways. In his commentary written in 1879 Philippi interpreted it as 

an indulgence in good living or gluttony, noting a reference in Seneca to sup-

port his contention.12  Barrett in supporting his view that the enemy vas com-

posed of Judaizers interpreted this to be a matter of preoccupation with food 

laws." Paul uses the term in Philippians 3:19 to describe enemies of the 

cross of Christ, and whatever it means literally or figuratively it is the sort 

of service to self which closes oneself off from the reconciliation with God 

made possible in the moss. Such persons are ever more dangerous by the practice 

of deceiving the 1.14oas with words which might sound pious and flattering, but 

in the end are devisive and destructive. 

In verse 19 St. Paul asserts that his warning is for the Romans' own good, 

suggesting that if they are not miss and alert they could become caught off guard. 

It will do them no good to rest on their laurels and past obedience if the enemy 

should be permitted to reap his destruction. 

Finally, in verse 20 Paul reassures them that they man count on the 

eit04/0s to help and protect them. The God who had revealed Himself in 
Jesus Christ had shown Himself able to tread Satan under foot (I Cor. 15:24f.). 

Genesis 3:15 stands in the background as a promise being fulfilled. The work 



of those devisive persons described in the earlier verses of this text is ul-

timately shown to be that of the arch-enemy Satan, himself, whose destructive 

purposes they are bound to serve. In II Corinthians 11:12f. Paul draws an even 

more explicit connection between Satan and his false apostles. By treading Satan 

under foot God is actually being shown in Romans 16:20 to be cutting off that 

source of power through which any demonic servants of his would gain the impetus 

to try to destroy the Christian community. Verse 20 of the text is then shown 

to be a word of encouragement and consolation for any who would be afradd of the 

threat of alien powers intent on disturbing the peace of Christians. To add con• 

solation to consolation St. Paul concludes with words which mean more than simply 

farewell: "The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with you." There are some manu-

scripts which omit it (D, G, it), though they are of the same general family; the 

omission is probably due to mistaking this part of the verse as a closing better 

Placed after verse 23. As it stands, it is a final reminder of theirs by which 

the Romans are secure from all threats to their faith. 

The following are conclusions to be drawn from this exegetical study: 

(1) The warning of this passage comes as an appeal of utmost seriousness. 

(2) It is a general warning; the enemy is not clearly identified.14  

(3)11he enemy is a threat from the outside to be avoided. 

(4) The enemy is a threat to the peace and confidence of those in the faith. 

(5) His practice is to divide the community, probably by trying to gain the 

ear of some through deception with words that strike at the heart of faith. 

(6) He does not serve Christ, bat himself, and must be avoided. 

(7) The God of peace in Jesus Christ can be trusted to keep Christians secure. 

(8) If this exegesis is accurate, any application of this text which does not 

take into account completely the above description has not taken this 

text seriously. 
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There is one final exegetical note to be made of ultimate significance 

to this paper. In the way of a very strong contrast Paul's advice for those 

who are one in the faith is quite different. One need only look to the two 

previous chapters for a full discussion of the sort of conduct befitting those 

who are one in Jesus Christ. The goal for them is peace and concord. They may 

disagree on the significance of food laws. Some of the stronger may have no 

need of them. This gives, however, the strong no provision under the gospel 

to make folly of the weaker brother with whom he would disagree. It gives him 

no right to shun the weaker one for his error. He who would serve Christ should 

work toward the upbuilding of the brother in faith (Romans 14:18), and even 

moreso if he is weak. Together, all are to live in harmony with one voice 

glorifying the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ (15:51.), welcoming one 

another as Christ has welcomed them (15:7). This is the sort of obedience of 

faith which God expects of His servants: the wisdom to avoid those alien agents 

who deliberately set out to destroy the faith of the brotherhood, the goal of 

the Romans 16 text here examined, and the love born of God which would seek to 

upbulld the faith of him who in Christ has become a brother (Romans 14 and 15). 



CHAPTER III 

THE USE OF ROMANS 16:17-20 IN THE WRITIMS 

OF THE EARLY CHURCH 

Introduction 

Romans 16:17f. is a passage used sparingly in the writings of the early 

Church. Most of the fathers that were examined for the preparation of this 

paper made no reference to this passage whatsoever, and those who did, did so 

each in only a single instance. It is hardly, therefore, to be considered a 

key passage in the formation of the ecclesiology of the early Church. The 

comparatively minor role which it seems to have played is itself instructive; 

of further significance is the use to which it is finally put when and where 

it is found. That is the sab3eot of this section of the research paper. 

The Third Century: Cyprian and Firmilian 

During the decade of Church history between 250 and 260 A.D. there arose 

a controversy in Carthage over the discipline of those who had abandoned their 

faith during the Decian persecution. It was the considered opinion of Cyprian, 

bishop of Carthage, that those priests of the Church who had fallen under per-

secution and had actually sacrificed to idols should not be allowed to hold 

episcopal office in the Church again; still, they were not to be abandoned by 

the Church but were to be given a chance to repent along with all the others who 

had lapsed. Only after a long protracted period of penitence could they look for-

ward to being received in full communion in the Church again. 

In a letter to Epictetus, bishop of Assurae, Cyprian uses the above rationale 

in considering the case of one Fortunatianus who still endeavored to claim the 
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episcopal seat, even though he and his supporters were counted among the 

lapsed. It is in the context of this letter and under the cirownstances des-

cribed that Cyprian uses Romans 16:18 to support his proposed method of dis-

cipline. 

In this letter to Epictetas he indicates really that he had thought that 

Fortnnatianms had been on the road to denial longebefore the persecutions had 

set in. Making and allusion to Romans 16:18, Cyprian describes him and his 

supporters as persons who had had an insatiable hunger for excess in the 'uppers 

and banquets of the Christian commanity held before the persecution and their 

lapse; Cyprian suggests that even then they tad not served God, "but their own 

belly with profane covetousness."15  Because of their evident faithlessness 

which now is known to all, Byprian asserts that they must be forced to penitence, 

especially one Fortunatianns. With another allusion to Romans 16:18 Cyprian 

takes the position that Fortunatianus and all the others who had lapsed should 

be set apart from the faithful in smWmtway so as not to infect the sound ones 

with their "contagion. "
16 

Summing it up, Cyprian used a part of Romans 16:17f., primarily verse 18, 

to document his pastoral decision to discipline Christians who under persecution 

had entirely renounced their Christian faith. His interpretation of the clause, 

utbqweldfe is not outright abandonment, but penitential separation, lest they 

be denied a possible change of heart and be damned eternally. 

During this same period of controversy in Carthage Cyprian received word 

from Firmilian, bishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia, in which there is found only 

an indirect allusion to the Romans 16 passage under question, but not an explicit 

quote. Firmilian apparently had written Cyprian to support his position over 

against that of Stephen, bishop of Rome, concerning the baptism of the lapsed. 
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Stephen had been attempting to force his opinion that the baptism of the 

lapsed should be accepted as valid, provided it had been done in the name 

of the triune God. Cyprian had pronounced to the contrary. In Cyprian's 

behalf Firmilian asserts that the blessed apostles, Peter and Paul, had never 

given warrant to such practices conducted outside the Church; for, "in their 

Epistles," he says, "they execrated heretics, and warned us to avoid them."17  

It is altogether reasonable to assume that he had Romans 16:17 in mind when he 

wrote this, as well, as perhaps II Petere3:17; and if he did, he took Paul's 

words•..and Peter's as well--to be a warning to avoid heretics and all their 

practices. 

Post-Nicaea: Athanasins,. Cyril, Ambrose, Jerome 

In a letter written on Easter, 339 AO., Athanasius makes reference to 

the Romans 16 passage in a paragraph in which he condemns those guilty of the 

Arian heresy which was current in his time. They receive the description here 

as persons who are "Ario-maniacs" who would endeavor to overthow the faith of 

"the simple."18  Like„Cyprian, he places the stress of interpretation on verse 

18 of the text, stating the root of the Arian heresy to be that of opposition 

to Christ whom its advocates would blaspheme by asserting He is a creature deriv-

ing His being from things which are not. Because of this blasphemy against the 

Son of God, they must be considered enemies of the Church, says Athanasius, 

outright heretics who have thrust themselves into the pit of unbelief. 

In summary then, Athanasius in all his extant works quotes Romans 16:17f. 

only,  here, and here he interprets it as a warning against outright heresy which 

might arise in the Church. All blasphemers, especially those of the Arian type, 

are to be avoided and expelled from the Church as long as they do not repent. 
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Cyril of Jerusalem took occasion to make use of Romans 16:18 in the 

introduction to the fourth of his catechetical lectures used in instructing 

catechumens in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre at about 350 A.D. in Jerusalem. 

It occurs at a point in which Cyril is about to consider his ten points of doc-

trine. He had begun this lecture with a general warning to his catechumens to 

be alert to things which could lead to their destruction; he says, for example, 

that wolves may make their appearance in sheep's clothing, just as Satan their 

master may have all the appearance of a beneficent angel to those he may want to 

devour. II Corinthians 11:14 stands in the background. Then, Cyril makes par-

ticular reference to three opponents whom the faithful are to avoid: (1) Greeks, 

presumably pagan philosophers, who would draw men into snares with their command 

of words, (2) Jews who deceive the simple by faulty Scriptural interpretation, 

and finally (3) the children of heretics who "by their good words and smooth 

tongue, deceive the hearts of the innocent, disguising with the name of Christ 

as it were with honey the poisoned arrows of their impious doctrines."19  

By way of summary, Cyril is shown to interpret the Romans 16 passage, pri-

marily by making reference to verse 18 of the text, as a warning against heretics, 

specifically those who fit the description of persons who disguise the name of 

Christ with deception in order to win others who are counted among the faithful 

to their heretical point of view. Cyril's advice based on the text: avoid them! 

When he came upon this passage in his commentary on St. Paul's epistle to 

the Romans, St. Ambrose saw fit to make only brief comment. He took it to be a 

warning against Judaizers who might attempt to impose the tradition of the Law 

on the conscience of Christians_at Rome.2°  By way of application he warns all 

Christians to remain faithful to the tradition of the apostles and not to allow 

zealots of the Law to gain a hearing and so to distort the Gospel to work unbelief. 
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Jerome mentions the Romans passage once in a work directed against the 

Pelagian heresy. It is located in the context of a dialogue modelled on the 

dialogue style of earlier Greek philosophy. At a point where the dialectic 

is taken up by the protagonist of the catholic Church, Jerome has his man 

assert that smooth and pleasant words are characteristic of heretics and any 

who would wish to deceive, and here he quotes Romans 16:18 to undergird his 

point.21 He indicates by this that his understanding of the text is similar 

to that of Cyril. 

The Antiochene Fathers: St. Chrysostaa, Theodorus, Theodoretus 

During the fourth and fifth centuries. A.D. there arose in the Christian 

Church a reaction to much of the allegorical exegesis of Scripture that had 

arisen up to that time. The chief center of reaction was Antioch, its emphasis, 

meticulous attention to the text. Theodorus of Mopsuestia and Theodoretus, 

bishop of Cyrrhus, were two of the major exegetical exponents of this school 

of thought, while John Chrysostom provided an apt example of what happens when 

the Antiochene method is applied to preaching. 

Theodorus of Mopsuestia, when he came across this text in his commentary, 

came to a decision that St. Paul must have had a particular group in mind when 

he admonished the Raman Church to beware. He suggests that they probably were 

Jewish legalists: 

A‘y6L 1711 71.7,v it-rrO 'iota SAL 
 

A' ogLI  etTrawrilOtre 7reptioV7-6-s 

TOZis 47r) tit,;v 7p.o-reti ev745 v qAACKRS  AiX (94 TritAlp crtiv 5 

irtc Gen,  in 91441ser0 , 11  

Like Ambrose in the West, Theodorus interpreted Paul to be warning the Church 
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of the danger of those zealous for the Law who might go about everywhere 

trying to undo the work of the apostles. 

Theodoretus of Cyrrhus gives a imilar  interpretation to this text in his 

awn commentary on St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans. He emphasizes particularly 

that statement about the adversary in verse 18 concerning the fact that he does 

not serve Jesus Christ, but his own belly. He furthermore underscores that the 

doctrine referred to in verse 17 is the doctrine of the apostles. With a stroke 

of originality he focuses also on verse 20 as a key verse in Paul's admonition, 

given for their encouragement. He who attains to God's grace in Jesus Christ 

is made invincible to any peril that may come his way: Nai enim Dei gratiam 

consecuti sant, aunt inexpugnabiles."23  

Also in like manner St. Chrysostom took this text to refer to Jewish zealots 

for the Law. In a homily over these verses he uses them to preach against any 

subversion of the Church by the devil (v. 19), whose prime weapon it seemed to 

him was the rending of the Church into factions of disunity. In Paul's time, he 

says, the Jews were guilty of doing this very thing. It was not, he asserts, 

that their evil stemmed from ignorance or error, but from sin  and  unbelief wit-

tingly done. All along they were serving their bellies, threatening God's people 

with "SAlwaviDlr 41' "Ark  /iv' Cil*A 11 144/1  4ab":1"24  Paul would warn the 

Christians at Rome to avoid them, and Chrysostom warns his own people to do the 

same against any who would seek to undo the apostles' teaching. Chrysostom, like 

Theodoretus, also would point to verse 20 as a source of encouragement. The grace 

of our Lord Jesus Christ is shown to be the only real defense against Satan and 

all of his henchmen. St. Chrysostom calls it "that greatest weapon; that impreg-

nable wall; that tower unshaken...(Paul) reminds them of grace, that he may give 

them the more alacrity. gi24 
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In the Mid-Fifth Century: Leo the Great and Vincent of Lerins 

Writing about the mid-fifth century A.D., both Leo and Vincent provide 

clear insights into the way the Romans 16 passage was then being read with the 

view of making then current applications. Both read it as a warning to avoid 

adherents of heresy, persons not to be considered in any way a part of the Church. 

In a sermon on Lenten fast Leo took the occasion to inveigh against a 

group of persons in Rome whom he says are in danger of disturbing the Church. 

They held a common practice of abstinence contrary to that of the Roman Church. 

They are said to have done so, not to the honour of God, but to that of the 

sun and moon. Further, and most objectionable, is that they are said to reject 

salvation by a Christ who was true flesh, born of our nature, truly suffered, 

was buried, and truly was raised.26 Leo says they are heretics of a blasphemous 

magnitude and a real threat to the Christian camnunity since they are reported 

to have been secretly attending the holy eucharist of the Church. Making use 

of Romans 16:17-18, Leo recommends that they be expelled from the Church by 

priestly authority wherever and whenever they are found. 

Vincent of Lerins likewise uses this passage against the threat of heresy, 

but in a slightly different way. In a section of his Corm onitory he singles 

out as especially dangerous those who not only would defile Scripture to support 

their heresies but in addition also those who would defame the fathers by using-

them to support their heretical positions. In this section Vincent does not 

specifically name any one heresy which he would have in mind. His is a general 

warning against all heretics who must be considered accursed, separated, segre-

gated, indeed excluded, lest the dire "contagion of a single sheep infect the 

blameless flock of Christ by poisonous contact when intermingled with them."27 
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His advice regarding the possible spread of the contagion is reminiscent 

of that of Cyprian with regard to the lapsed; and like Cyprian of two centuries 

before, Vincent makes mention of Romans 16:17-18 among other Scriptural passages 

which are there to provide a warning. 

Summary 

The above represents the positions of an unbiased sampling of fathers of 

the Early Church from the third century A.D. up to the mid-fifth century and 

Chalcedon. Several other documents not represented here were also examined, 

but none of them contained any reference to the passage in Romans 16. In every 

document, without exception, in which this passage actually was found it was 

understood as a warning to the Church against heretical dangers from the out-

side which would threaten to break apart the unity of faith in the Church. Even 

in the case of Cyprian concerning the lapsed who desired to return, it is used 

to segregate those who had lapsed from the rest of the community when it concerned 

full communion; for they might have returned without actually being repentant, 

and their loss of faith might work to endanger all. 

Most frequently in the works examined this passage is considered to be 

a warning against adherents of a heresy which would blaspheme Jesus Christ and 

make a mockery of the witness of His apostles to His Lordship. From Cyprian to 

Vincent the tendency is to focus especially on verse 18 to describe what actually 

lies at the root of their error: disservice to Christ and service to themselves. 

Those who are discovered to evidence these characteristics, endeavoring to seduce 

the innocent with flattering words, are to be completely avoided and exterminated 

from the Christian community where found, as long as they remain hardened in un-

belief. 
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Most of the fathers who made reference to this passage did not offer to 

speculate over what particular group of enemies St. Paul might have had in 

mind when writing this text--the supposition that he had a specific group in 

mind is itself open to question. Those, however, mho did venture a guess 

decided without exception to give the enemy a -dovish name, describing the 

opponents as either Judaisers or simply Jews. Even if a name for the enemy 

were offered, no one actually sought by this to confine the text simply to a 

warning against these and no others who might arise to oppose the apostolic 

faith. To the contrary, there seems to have been a prevelant concern throughout 

the first five centuries of the Church to take this passage as a general warning 

to be taken seriously by the Christian Church in all ages and under any condi. 

tions so that she might be ever alert to all heretical enemies of Christ who 

might seek to gain an entry in her midst. The Church it was felt must be guarded 

at all times from those who would destroy her unity with her redeeming Lord and 

that unity of love and faith which in Him exists in her members, a unity which 

was thought to exist despite all the limitations of sin, error, and weakness 

which remain in the saints on earth. Heresy was a threatening matter and indeed 

disruptive, but the weakness of the Church's members was taken to be quite ano. 

ther thing.-as Augustine is reported to have said somewhere: "Err I may; a here-

tic I will not be." So the fathers did not use the Romans 16 passage with re-

ference to diagreements within the Church, but only with respect to dangers 

created by those completely outside of faith and driven by the old evil foe 

totally to pride and destruction. Theodoretus and Chrysostom were sharp to point 

out that the best of all defenses against enemies like these is the good offense 

which God has given, which is a total reliance on His grace so that He might be 

able to make us stand impregnable to Sitan and the arrows of his heretical band. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE ROMANS 16 PASSAGE AND THE REFORMATION 

Its Rare Use Among Lutherans 

As in the days of the Early Church, so also in the period of the Reforma-

tion the Romans 16 passage under question was used only sparingly, if at all. 

It is not to be found in any of the confessional writings contained in the 

Lutheran Symbols. It is rarely found in the writings of MartingLuther; in fact, 

where one might have expected some comment upon these verses in Luther's early 

lectures on Romans, Luther says nothing thanghthe expounds on the surrounding 

verses Similarly, his colleague, Philip Melanchthon, in his Annerknngen sum 

Brief an die Roemer refrains from making comment on this text.29 One would 

have thought if either Luther or his companion had considered these verses at 

the time to be of prime importance to an understating of this epistle they 

would have said so then. It is difficult to conclude a good deal from silence, 

except that it should be noted. 

It is of farther significance to note that the Lutheran Confessors at 

Augsburg did not make use of this text against any of their opponents with whom 

they disagreed. It is not a matter of not detecting grave differences between 

their opinions and those of the others. Nevertheless, as the preface to the 

Aussburc Confession points out, their intention at that time was to settle all 

grievances between them in an amicable and charitable spirit so that being re-

conciled together they all "may be united into one, true religion,__ even as we 

are all under one Christ and should confess and contend for Christ."3° 

Herbert J. A. Bauman stated in a recent article on ecclesiology in the 

Lutheran Symbols that the Lutheran fathers made room for the possibility of 

imperfection, shortcomings, indeed errorr within the true Christian Church, 
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and they did not consider such weaknesses of her members to constitute neces-

sarily the overthrow of faith in her midst;31  and here Professor Bauman quotes 

the Anolomv of the AossbarK Confession, article vii, 20-21: 

There are also =Tweak people in it (the church) mho build on this 
foundation (the Gospel) perishing structures of stubble, that is, 
unprofitable opinions. But because they do not overthrow the founda-
tion, these are forgiven them or even corrected. The writings of the 
holy Fathers show that even they sometimes built stubble on the founda-
tion but that this did not overthrow their faith.32  

There is only one great error which the confessors in this document seem to 

find intolerable--the error that forgiveness of sins is not received through 

faith but is rather attained through a system of merit. This error, if per-

sistently held, removes "Christ as the foundation."33 It is tantamount to 

open heresy in the Church, a departure from the apostolic witness at its very 

core, and asps who stubbornly expound:-it making folly of the cross are to be 

chastised* and resisted. 

The tone of this document, however, still remains conciliatory and hopeful 

of a resolution of conflicting opinions, as Kelanchthon states in the preface: 

We take no pleasure in discord, nor are we indifferent to our danger... 
And so we shall commend our cause to Christ, who will one day judge 
these controversies. We beseech him to regard his afflicted and set-
tered churches and to restore them to a godly and abiding harmony."' 

Given this concern for reconciliation, it is possible to see why a passage such 

as Romans 16:17f. should not have received prominent attention among Lutherans 

during the period of the Reformation, especially if this passage was traditional-

ly interpreted as a serious warning against enemies infected with wholesale 

apostasy. It seems to have been their hope that faith was not dead in the 

opposition and among the "innocent" faithful who followed than; otherwise, con-

Piete abandonment and not reconciliation would have been the order of the day. 

It remains the task to examine where this passage does find a use in Luther. 
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The Use of This Passage in Two Minor References 

To the knowledge of this writer Luther uses this Romans 16 passage pro-

minently only twice, and twice in the way of minor reference. The two minor 

references will be considered first. 

In a section of a letter on rebaptism in which the Anabaptists are accused 

of being blasphemous with respect to the Christian doctrine of baptism, he 

compares them to the Jews whom Luther says in a digression of thought are 

known to be shamelessly blasphemous towards Christ to his day, endeavoring 

to frighten the heart of the innocent, 'misleading it, as St. Paul observes in 

Rom. 16:18.05  Luther does not clarify exactly if he means by that that Paul 

was also in his day in writing this text thinking primarily of the unbeliev-

ing Jews who might try to stir up trouble among those who believe in Christ. 

His interpretation of the nature of the enemy in this text is nonetheless clear. 

He takes it here to be a warning against those who would blaspheme Christ and 

endeavor by it to disturb the hearts of the faithful; he takes it here to refer 

to unbelieving Jews and by implication the Anabaptists in their sectarian prac-

tices. 

A possible allusion to the Romans 16 text, and only an allusion, can be 

found in a section of Luther's exposition of Psalm 23 at the fifth verse.36  

Luther here explains that the devil wants always to assail the Church and its 

treasure whenever he can. His strategy in this is to torture the Church with 

fiery arrows from within and schisms and offenses from without. Luther did 

not, however, quote Romans 16:17 in the way of support in the original German 

text of this exposition, though the St. Louis American edition suggests that 

it stands in the background by placing this verse in parentheses at this point. 
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A factor which might cast doubt on the translator's conjecture is that Luther 

in the original uses "Rotten" for the word, "sChisms," whereas in his German 

translation of the New Testament he used quite another word in the Romans 16 

text: ZertrennanK. Nonetheless there very well may be an allusion to this text 

at this point in the exposition of the psalm. If there is, Luther links the 

work of creators of dissension and offense with that of the arch-ememy, Shim. 

Luther on Monastic Vows 

In 1521 Martin Luther wrote a book on monastic vows, not for polemical 

purposes exactly, bat for a guide to those who had already left the monastery 

or were thinking  of leaving. He was primarily concerned that they know that 

they might leave with all good conscience and under the freedom which only 

the gospel can give. 

In the final section of this work Luther has something to say about each 

of the three major vows: the vow to poverty, the vow to obedience, and that hard 

vow of chastity. It is in connection with this comments about the third of 

these vows that a reference to Romans 16:17-18 occurs. All along in this work 

Luther had asserted quite unequivocally that anything which does not proceed 

from faith to the glory of Christ's name belongs to sin and abomination. He 

said in one place that vows in themselves do not have any salutary effect and 

if not taken in faith do great injury to him who takes them: 

Let him be anathema who teaches anything else but that justification 
and salvation are in faith alone...It is quite Clear, therefore, that 
monastic vows, when they cannot be taught as being not more than and 
not other than faith, are ungodly, heathen, Jewish, sacrile*hums,lying, 
erroneous, satanic, hyparitical, apostate, andeven contrary to the 
examples of the saints. 

Given this distinction, it is possible to understand more clearly his understanding 



of the Romans 16 passage as reflected in this work. After quoting Romans 16:17-18 

in its entirety, he says in the way of commentary,: 

These words can only be understood as referring to those who, contrary 
to the Christian way, teach something different as if it were something 
better. Paul does not say they deny our teading but that they teach 
another kind along with and other than curseJ° 

Luther then goes on to show that the monastic institution as it was currently 

being taught bore all the marks of those things to be avoided in the Romans 16 

warning. He says that they create divisions and sects, promote servitude to the 

belly, and promote good works and boasting speeches to the deception of the 

hearts of the innocent. Using other Scriptural passages to undergird his assess-

ment of the institution, he says it is alien to Christ and does not give glory 

to the God made known in Jesus Christ. 

He takes this passage therefore to be a warning against any institution 

or practice which may go beyond the teaching of the gospel and faith. Note 

that it is the institution and its teaahing that are being condemned and only 

those persons within it who have made of it their tad in offense to the cross. 

Luther, however, has very kind words for those Christians within the institution 

who in spite of it have held to the faith given them in their baptisms and remain 

beloved of God. This is the first document examined in this paper which uses 

this passage with reference to an institution within the Church of long-standing. 

Luther's interpretation, however, remains consistent with the general tradition 

of exegesis which warns Christians to avoid adherents of unbelief who diverge 

from the core of faith in the gospel. It is not any old error which receives the 

condemnation but one which can cut directly at the vitals of faith in the saving 

work of Jesus Christ. The gospel remains for Luther the main measuring-stick 

of heresy, as it did in the documents of the Early Church. 
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Luther's Comments on Psalm 19:13-14 

Luther's most definitive interpretation of Romans 16:17f. comes,strangely 

enough, in a point of clarification over the meaning of a psalm. To understand 

his interpretation here it is important to describe some of the ingredients in 

his argument of this section. In commenting on Psalm 19:14 Luther divides all 

of humanity into two basic groups: (1) there are those who live by the Gott-

seliakeit des Glaubens; they are those einfaeltiaen Seolen who pray to God 

continually for their preservation and protection, bat (2) there are also those 

who mac themselves sometimes as believers but are in fact hypocrites, Heuchler, 

wolves who devour the innocent by luring them into the Ateralaube der Gott-

losiakeit und der WerkeP This battle between those in faith and the faith-

less is considered by Luther to be the most perilous; it is the aroesste Gefahr. 

The peril is found in the fact that the way of pride and hypocrisy is so flat-

tering and has such a godly aura about it, that without the Spirit the faithful 

could be caught quite unawares: 

Eine so gar grosse Sache ist est  in der Gottseligkeit des Glaubens 
zu verharren, dass der Geist nicht genng erinnern und einschaerfen 
kann, dass Yiras vor den schneichelMmt Lehren der stolzen Heuchler 
hueten sollen."v 

It is at this point in the commentary that Luther introduces Romans 16:18 

to clarify the psalm verse here under consideration. It is those godless 

hypocrites described above who would boast in the Law and its works who would 

endeavor to deakive the simple with "suesse Worte und praeahtige Rede."41  They 

are the persons whom the apostle warns Chrititians at Rome to avoid. By concen-

trating on small sins which they have not done, they heap upon themselves all 

the more condemnation for their Gnalaubei for they do not take refuge in the God 

of mercy who in faith would save them. 



In Luther's interpretation the difference between the flock of Christ 

and those who would rend it apart by their hypocritical deceptions is a 

difference of night and day. It is a difference between living by faith 

from the hand of God and living in pride in service to one's own belly. 

It is a difference between Glaube and Unulaube. Luther in this interpretation 

does not delineate possible degrees of truth and error among believers, dis-

tinguishing persons by the approximation which their doctrines may or may not 

have to truth. The disbttation is much more radical than that. A man may 

finally serve God or Hammon, be a servant of God in Jesus Christ or a slave 

of Satan, live in a faith nourished by the Spirit of God or by works of the 

Law to his condemnation. Given such a distinction between the innocent in 

Christ and those who would live by idolatry, Luther could say of the Romans 16 

passage: 

Wahrlich, diese Stele wirft Licht auf unsaehlige Stellen in den Propheten 
und Psalmen, and greift elle Satzangen der Nei:schen nit wunderbarer Kraft, 
Nachdruck, und aus druksvellenWorten an; darnm saute ein jeglicheo 
dhristliches Gemneth sie fest Bind lebendig im Gedaechtnis behalten.'2  

Summary 

In the writings of Luther which have been examined above there appears 

a consistency of interpretation of the Romans 16 passage here under study. Like 

Ambrose and those of the Antiodhene school he saw the danger forewarned by Paul 

in the text to be primarily the danger of a Judaizing legalism which runs counter 

to the faith of the apostolic witness to Christ. He sought to apply this pas-

sage to dangers he saw current in the Church of his day tibia he felt ran against 

the free grain of the gospel of justification in Christ by faith alone. He 

seems to have interpreted this passage as a general warning against heresy, 

and heresy defined as UNglaube reflected in a doctrine of salvation by merit. 
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The Romans 16:17 Passage in Jahn Calvin 

Like Luther, Calvin rarely found occasion to make use of the Romans 16 

passage in his theological writings. It is possible however to gain an im-

pression of what he interpreted the warning to mean by noting his exposition 

of this text in his commentary on the Epistle of Paul to the Romans. He ex- 

plains it to be a ge'l warning against those "Ministers of Satan" who seem 

always intent on disturbing the Kingdom of Christ by sowing discord.43 

It is interesting at this paint to note what Calvin understands the na-

ture of discord to be. He says it is a disruption of the "unity of truth in 

the minds of men."44  He says that it is possible to disrupt the truth of God 

by mixing in any new dogma devised by men, which he says is the work of Satan. 

Secondly, it seems that Calvin is writing this interpretation of this 

text while on the defensive. It appears from his account that Roman Catholic 

opponents had been using this passage against him. His description is reveal-

ing of his general interpretation of the text: 

There is no ground for the Papists to seek countenance from this pas- 
sage, in order to raise against us; forme do not impugn 
and tear asunder the gospel of abrist, bat the falsehoods of the devil 
by which it has been hitherto obscured: nay, Paul clearly shows that 
he did not condemn all kinds of discords, but those which destroyed 
consent in the orthodox faith.45 

It is possible fram this to summarize Calvin's interpretation of this 

passage in the fallowing war (1) Paul did not have in mind ail kinds of 

discord but only one, which is (2) the destruction of truth concerning God 

in the minds of men. (3) Calvin describes this truth by another name, the 

gospel of Christ threatened by Satan's falsehoods or likewise (n-) consenti 

in the orthodox faith. (5) God is the author of true dogma, while men may 

distort it; anyo do distort it are to be avoided as heretical. 
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John Calvin's interpretation of this passage may at first glance seem 

quite traditional. Like others before him, he interprets it to be a warning 

against heresy. There is still a certain degree of ambiguity in his exposi-

tion nonetheless. Are the distinctions, "truth" and "error", adequate enough 

to state the difference between those who are in Christ and those who are ser-

vants of their bellies (v.18)? Augustine said he might err and still not be 

heretical. Calvin states it is the duty of Christians to separate themselves 

from those who promulgate human errors that contradict God's truth. This still 

may not have gotten to the meaning of St. Paul in this particular text. Paul 

does not speak so much about error as he does about deception. He does not 

speak so much about falsehood as he does about destructive opposition to Christ. 

Calvin defined discord as a disruption of truth in man's mind. Paul here and 

elsewhere seems to be much more specific than this, calling it a dislocation 

of men from the apostolic witness to Christ with a corresponding rejection of 

God's mercy in the cross and a loss of love towards one's fellow.  men. It is 

more than a disruption of truth; it is a separation from God who outside of 

Christ is alien to man. Calvin makes mention of the "gospel of Christ" in 

his commentary, but it is not clear from what he says that this means anything 

more than a revelation of truth, rather than a redemption. 

The stress of his interpretation on the truth of dogma becomes almost 

a major preoccupation among some who came after him. Unfortunately, this 

became the case among dogmaticians of the Lutheran Church of a century later. 

The result as shall be shown in the next section of this paper is the begin-

nings of confusion with respect to this particular Pauline text. This text 

becomes a warning against any doctrinal error; and any error is heresy. 



CHAPTER V 

IN THE PERIOD OF LUTHERAN ORTHODOXY 

Introduction 

As in the period of the Reformation so also in the period of orthodoxy 

which followed the Romans 16 passage here under study does not receive a good 

deal of attention. It does not appear at all, for example, in the major dog-

matic works of Hallatz or Rutter. It appears only twice in the writings of 

Gerhard, and then only tangentidilk; because of the limitations of time and 

space this paper will nottdeal with Gerhard's use of the text since it is 

relatively minor." This text does, however, receive prominent attention 

in the refUtations of Calvinism which occurred at Wittenberg at the turn of 

the century. It is also found in a place of importance in Johann Baier's 

major work. These two occurrences, since they have a direct bearing on the 

theological use of this passage in the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod will 

receive attention here. 

T 
The Opinion of the Wittenberg Faculty: July 30, 1619 

Some eighty odd years subsequent to the signing of the Anhsbura Confession 

the possibility of reconciliation between parties in the Church seemed to have 

ceased. It had become a time not of confrontation but of refutation. Rome, 

since the Council of Trent, had anathematized all who did not comply with her. 

Others in turn were building their refutations not only against Rome, but also 

against each other. In the heart of controversy the lines between parties 

were being firmly,  drawn and were in the process of hardening. 

In 1619 Lutherannthoologians at Wittenberg leveled a decided condemnation 
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against the Calvinists. The point of issue was whether or not the followers 

of Calvin should be considered part of the Christian Church or a pernicious 

sect. Walther in a work to be examined later quotes this refUtation only in 

part. He quotes that section of the document which sets out in detail the 

criteria by which one must judge a religious body to be a sect; it is quoted 

here under the translation of Walther by Mueller: 

From this appear four distinctive characteristics that mark a perni-
cious sect: 

1. It must go contrary to the foundation of the Christian faith; 2. de- 
fend its error with premeditation; 3. cause divisions and offenses in 
the church; 4. resolutely reftse correction, insist that it is right, 
and obstinately persist in heresy. These characteristics rest upon 
the following Scriptural passages: iCor. 3:10ff.; Gal. 1:7,8; Rom. 16:17; 
1 Tim. 6:3; 2Tim. 2:18; 3:13. If these four marks are applied to the 
doctrine of the Calvinists, it will be obvious how it is to be judged.4'7  

Walther ends his quotation of the Wittenberg refutation at this point. The 

original document however goes on to say there is clearly but one fundamental 

doctrine by which a religious body is to be judged a sect, the very foundation 

of the Church itself, Jesus Christ and his salvation for sinfUl man.48  The 

document goes on to evaluate the Calvinists by their doctrine of Christ and 

the gospel. The Calvinists are thereby condemned on the following counts: (1) 

They are shown guilty of separating the two natures of Christ, a revival of the 

Nestorian heresy of the Early Church. (2) They are shown not to consider Christ 

in their doctrine of salvation to be the Mediator and High Priest for all men 

or (3) the Saviour who died for all or (4) the one who extended the call to 

all the lost to be part of His Kingdom and in short (5) they upset the very 

fundamental article of justification by grace through faith in the cross of 

Jesus Christ. The Wittenberg faculty then came to this conclusion: 
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Dahero wirden unzweiffelhaftig schliessen dass der Calvinism= eine 
recht verderbiche Sechte son, under die Secten gehoerig von wel Chen 
S. Paulus gesagt: es mussen Rotten under each senn, auf dass Ole so 
rechtschaffen sind, offenbar under ouch warden. I Cor. 11:19.mY 

Insofar as these men made use of Romans 16:17 in the context quoted above 

from the extract in Walther and so further clarified their understanding of 

the nature of the error involved in the Calvinists with relation to Christology, 

but also in relation to the sectarian fashion in which they were seen to operate 

at that time, their understanding of the Romans 16 passage seems in line with 

that understanding accorded this text in the Early Church and also in the 

writings of Luther. Their opinion at Wittenberg in 1619 represents an under-

standing of heresy to be directly based on one's divergence from the gospel 

as witnessed by the apostles and preserved in the dogma of the Church. Whether 

or not their actual understanding of the Calvinist teaching was accurate or 

whether or not their evaluation would still apply to the reformed today is 

not to be debated here. What is important is that in apparent good conscience 

they felt compelled to use the Romans 16 passage and a host of others to under-

gird their conclusion that these opponents are pernicious in their heretical 

teaching and must be avoided. 

Baier: Commeniiinn theologiae positivae 

By the time Johannes Baier had written his Compendium, Christian doctrine 

in the Lutheran Church was more and more being conceived as a system of dogma 

held together coherently according to sound logical principles. This was the 

major legacy of seventeenth century orthodoxy in this church. Christian faith 

was no less considered the work of the Holy Spirit and its object salvation in 

Jesus Christ; but the operation of faith was becoming altogether more complex 
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and disseminated by the systematization of dogma. Instead of describing faith 

primarily in relation to a single Fundament as the faculty had done at Wittenberg 

in 1619 (that foundation being Christ, Himself), the object of faith became more 

diverse, fastened on dogmatic fundamentals. Doctrine was being conceived as a 

system of articles of dogma built upon the foundation, our Lord Himself. If a man 

were to flounder in his belief at any point of the fundamentals, he was under-

stood to be in danger of losing all. Fundamentals themselves were divided into 

those considered primary and those considered secondary, but even secondary 

articles were conceived of utmost importance. So Baier could write in his 

prolegomena: 

Whoever denies a secondary fundamental article of the foundation of 
faith, he by his denial is not only opposed indirectly to the founda-
tions of faith, but also overthrows by his error, resulting from his 
denial, the foundation of faith dinctly, and brings about that faith 
cannot be created or exist in him.Jv 

Such an understanding of faith tightly bound in a system led Baier to 

conclude that anyone who erred on points of doctrine should not be permitted 

to assume the responsibility of public ministry within the Church for fear 

of endangering the purity of the Church's doctrine, not to say anything of 

the faith of the simple. Baier could likewise say that fellowship with any 

other religious denomination in which error could be found was tantamount 

to synergism and placing the church similarly in a dangerous position. His 

position on this point makes use of Romans 16:17 in the way of Scriptural 

support and reflects an exegesis of this passage later to be used quite 

ostensibly in the position of the Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod with respect 

to fellowatp. The following is an extended quote which contains the par-

ticulars of his position: 
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The unity of the church is opposed by synergism or the fasion into 
brotherly and ecclesiastical concord of parties disagreeing in 
religion; despite the disagreement, so that there are tolerated 
either the doctrinal errors in the dissenting part or at least the 
erring persons themselves within the ecclesiastical communion as 
brethren in Christ oricoheirs of eternal life, which toleration is 
wrong in both cases. 

What may strike the reader particularly about this position on fellowship 

is not simply its uncompromising character, but even moreso, its general and 

non-specific quality. Beier simply states that a union between parties is 

impossible if theyydisagree in "religion." This marks a departure from the 

Clarity of the Augsburg fathers who asserted the sufficiency of the Church's 

unity to be grounded in an agreement on the gospel and sacraments. It seems 

that the demand had been broadened to cover all points of doctrine, the diver-

gence frammany of which would been tantamount to open apostasy. This can also 

be shown in Baier's smsmary statement which uses Romans 16:17 in the may of 

Scriptural support for this position: 

The toleration of erring persons, since it pertains not merely to 
the unlearned, but to the entire communion, and therefore at the 
same time to the very public ministry and the heretical teachers, 
is in oppositiounto the commands to convince, rebuke, and avoid 
false teachers and propagators of errors (Ram. 16:17;,g Cor, 6: 14,17 
Gal. 1:8; 5:12; 2 These. 3:6; I Tim. 6:3; Titus 3:10) 4  

From this position of Beier and his use of Romans 16:17 among other 

Scriptural warrants the following ommmary observations can be made of his 

fellowship position: (1) He sees the main task of the Church to protect it-

self from error of any kind and to stick to the pure doctrine. (2) He inter-

prets St. Paul's warnings to be against having anything to do with those 

claiming to be believers but may,  hold to certain questionable doctrines. 

(3) There is no distinction made between error and rank apostasy, so no given 

Christian responsibility towards those who may be weak but have not overthrown 



faith's foundation once held by St. Paul (Romans 14 and 15) and those who set 

their signatures to the Apology of the Augsburg Confession, article vita as noted 

above. (4) This document forms a direct background to the position of the 

Lutheran ehurch4lissouri Synod over against unionism as officially adopted in 

the Brief Statement  and finat►ly also in Synod's official exegesis of the Romans 

16 text, which was adopted in the convention of 1950. Ibis will form the subject 

of the next and final research section of this paper. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE LUTHERAN CHURCH-.MISSOURI SYNOD AND ROMANS 16:17f. 

Exegesis with a History 

From its very inception the Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod placed a 

great deal of importance on Romans 16:17f. In the constitution of Synod un-

der article three, "Objects," the goals of Synod in the first instance were 

shown to be two-fold: first, the conservation and promotion of the unity of 

the true faith (Eph. 4:3-6; 1 Cor. 1:10), but secondly also "a united defense 

against schism and sectarianism (am. 16:17).1153  From the very beginning 

this Romans 16 passage became linked to ecclesiological definitions regarding 

the Church's defense, defense against trouble within and without a denominational 

boundary. 

As time went on this passage found a prominent place in the theological 

position of C.F.W. Walther. In an essay presented before the Synodical Con-

vention at St. Louis on October 31, 1866, later published under the title, 

The True Visible Church of God on Earth, under thesis five of that essay, 

Walther quoted the first verses of this passage and offered the interpretation 

that it was meant to be taken as a warning against the spreading of "pernicious 

errors against the very fundamentals of the faith."54  Thesis five itself is 

a definition which employs this interpretation above tb,condemn all denomina-

tions as heretical "which, though retaining God's Word essentially, nevertheless 

err obstinately in fundamentals of the divine truth."55  This definition clearly 

has the work of Johannes Beier in the background as well as that of the faculty 

at Wittenberg in 1619, a fact which is revealed by the use of both these sources 

in the text of the essay at this point in the way of documentation; yet, the 
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general nature of its scope is closer to Baier than it is to Wittenberg 

where the condemnation had narrowed precisely to errors directed in opposi-

tion to the very Fundament of faith itself, our Lord Jesus Christ. 

In all fairness to the sainted Walther it should be said that surely he 

meant most of all by the:terms, "fundamentals of the faith," the gospel pure 

and simple; he had said already in thesis one of this essay that Christ is the 

Foundation on which the Church is built. Nevertheless, as it stands, his 

definition is vague concerning the error of denominations thought to be 

heretical, his exegesis of Romans 16:17 at best unclear. 

This marks the beginning of a long line of adherents to an exegesis of 

Romans 16:17f. who interpretted this passage to be a Scriptural safeguard, 

as it were a rule, which prohibits the toleration of any doctrinal error in 

the public teaching office of the Church. As this passage was then applied, 

as indicated in the introductory chapter of this paper, to matters of church 

relation with other denominational groups, it began to be read as a prohibition 

preventing prayer followship with other Christians; but it also began to be 

used to set the limits of any contact with other Christian denominations whose 

orthodoxy might be in question with respect to altar and pulpit fellowship. 

In a position paper delivered in 1893 before representatives from other 

Lutheran Bodies from this country, Dr. Franz Pieper underscored this position 

of Synod with respect to pulpit fellowship by making ample use of Romans 16:17. 

Dr. Pieper then asserted that all Christians are commanded to avoid those who 

teach doctrines contyary to the Scriptures (Ron. 16:17); teachers, therefore, 

who in any way proclaim false doctrines are not to be admitted into, but ex-

eluded from our pulpits. 

Dr. Pieper's definition and his interpretation of the Romans 16 passage re-

present yet a further departure from the explicit concerns of Paul in his text. 
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"Doctrines contrary to Scripture" is a very broad distinction. The trouble 

forewarned by Paul in the Romans 16 text is more obviously from the text a 

threat to the teaching of the Gospel; the reference is firtt and foremost to 

Christ and those who would deceptively oppose Him, as was whown in the exegeti-

cal sectionnof this paper. The trouble is more specific that doctrines in 

general, and the heretical danger more clearly manifested as opposition to 

Christ. 

The broad scope of interpretation of this Romans 16 passage however per-

sisted from the time of Walther and Pieper into this century. It became a 

main bulwark to the synodical stance with regard to unionism, a term which 

was coined in resistance to the Prussian Union of Lutheran and Reformed churches 

of Goma:7,56  but a term which also received its theological content from Baier's 

description of what he had called "synergism" as examined above. In his 

Church Dom tics Pieper had termed it the merger of any two church bodies where 

the agreement would permit the errors of one to invade the other. Pieper had 

said that a church body only gets into suchaa predicament "when it no longer 

applies Romans 16:17, hence does not combat and eventually remove the false 

doctrine, but tolerates it without reproof and thus grants it equal right with 

truth."57  This understanding of the use of Romans 16:17 persisted until the 

cardinal statement of its use took place in the adoption of The Brief Statement 

by Synod in 1932, whose interpretation is still hi wino  to this day. The 

background of this interpretation has been shown to be primarily found in 

documents of seventeenth century orthodoxy, primarily that of Haien bat also 

in documents of the early history of the Missouri Synod, which read this chapter 

and verse through the hermeneutical lens which was passed on as a legacy from 

the period of orthodoxy, the lens which saw in this passage a warning simply 

against error in doctrine, and nothing more. 
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The Brief Statement 

The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod in convention in 1932 adopted a 

statement of theological stance over against other Lutheran synods in Ameri-

ca whose positions were thought to be offensive; this document became known 

as the Brief Statement. This statement was still considered binding until 

it was rescinded in the convention in 1962 on constitutional grounds. The 

decision of 1962 still holds. This document however remains important for 

this study since its interpretation of Romans 16:17 with respect to fellowship 

was later employed in Synod's official position on this verse as adopted in 

the convention of 1950, and though the Brief Statement itself might have been 

rescinded, its view on fellowship as reflected in the resolution of 1950 still 

has not been retracted. Under the heading, "Of the Church--On Church Fellow-

ship," it states that all Christians are required by Scripture: 

to have church fellowship only with orthodox church bodies, and, in case 
they have strayed into heterodox church bodies, to leave them, Rom. 16:17. 
We repudiate unionism. that is, church fellowship, with the adherents of 
false doctrine, as disobedience to God's command, as causing divisions in 
the Church (Rom. 16:17; 2 John 9, 10) and as involvUg the constant danger 
of losing the Word of God entirely, 2 Tim. 2:17-21.' 

The beauty of this statement is that it crystallizes with utter clarity 

the tendency in definitions which arose before it, especially with respect to 

the use of the Romans 16 passage. It is taken to be a warning against the 

"adherents of false doctrine." The problem with this interpretation, like 

others of its kind, is that it involves a dogmatic assumption which Paul did 

not make when he wrote this passage: the assumption that error of any kind 

must not be tolerated in the Christian community. As was noted in the exegetical 

section of this paper, St. Paul in Romans 14 and 15 leaves room for a good 

deal of forbearance of error in the Christian community, as long as faith 



remained intact and the purposes of Christ were being served. The weak in 

St. Paul's thought in this epistle demand an altogether different attitude 

than that advised in Romans 16 with reppect to those would would persistently 

devise the actual ruin of those who are in Christ. The definition of the Brief 

Statement does not make any distinction in this respect; all °false doctrine" 

is simply condemned and all thoseewith it who would hold it. This would make 

the application of Romans 16:17 extend beyond the actual limits which Paul pre-

scribed. Further it opens the gates for a possible loveless attitude towards 

the erring for zeal of the truth, an attitude which in itself is condemned by 

St. Paul in, Romans 14 and 15 as a dereliction of responsibility given by God 

for the weak. These objections to the interpretation above strike at the 

heart of the exegetical contagion which seems to have arisen about this text. 

1932-1950 

Since 193k the interpretation of Romans 16:17f. remained a point of debate 

in this synod. Theodore Laetsch in his introductions to the Concordia Theological 

Mord:1217in January and February of 1935 stated that this Romans passage clearly 

applies to all Lutheran bodies who do nottclearly denounce masonry.59  H. Hamann 

of Austrailia in 1941 confessed that he had become conftsed by what he called a 

Tendons in the American exegesis of this text where commentators are said to 

set out to defend a thesis rather than to find out exactly what Paul would say; 

he concluded from his own observations of this text: "in the eyes of the apostle 

these errorists were not weak, erring Christians, but enemies of Christ and of 

Christians."6°  Stoeckhardt and Lenski would write just the opposite, the-. latter 

of which could state flatly: 

Paul's injunctions:1s not to keep away from total rejectors of the Gospel--
what Christian ever needed such a warning? His injction is to keep away 
from believers who are errorists and teach falsely. 



Faith.Life carried a series of articles in 1942 which dealt with the battle over 

the interpretation of this text, a battle which did not come to a decisive end.62  

Finally by 1950 the demand for an interpretation of this text was brought to the 

floor of a synodical convention. 

The Synodical Resolution of 1950 

The following resolution was abopted in the Synodical Convention of 1950 

concerning the interpretation of Romans 16:17 in this Synod: 

1. We reaffirm as Scripturally correct, the use of B406 16:17 in the 
Constitution of Synod, the synodical Catechism, and the Brief Statement. 

2. In this passage and in many others...Scripture warns against unionism 
and the tolearance of error and requires that we deny Church fellowship 
to all who persist in false doctrine. Under Church fellowship, we include 
pulpit fellowship, altar fellowship, and prayer fellowship, as defined by 
the synodical resolutions of 1944 and 1947.03 

The tradittAnnof exegesis originally begun in seventeenth century orthodoxy 

is here made official and binding as the theological stance of a church body 

in its relations to others. Lest there be any possible divergence from this 

rule, the Lutheran Church•Missouri Synod in this same convention farther resolved: 

The question of "official" interpretation or exegesis, has been raised 
among us; be it 

Resolved, that Synod recognizes that there maybe legitimate differences 
of opinion in purely exegetical matters...but that liberty does not extend 
farther and that no interpretation may be held which is contrary to the 
analogy. of faith, and be it farther 

Resolved, that kll members of Synod should guard againgt an abuse of this 
liberty , which would cause confusion and disturbance. 05 

This paper is hopefully not to be considered an abase of the liberty granted. 

That the above exegesis of Romans 16:17 still remains under question is -hoer 

by an examination of the proposed "Theology of Fellowship" of Synod. 
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Here one may note that the resolution of 1950 is not explicitly reaffirmed. 

In fact this document may be read as a departure from Synod's traditional stance, 

but nevertheless as a return to the meaning of St. Paul and the interpretation 

of this text so presented in the writings of the fathers and the Lutheran fathers 

of the immediate period of the Reformation. It interprets Paul to be warning 

against heretics who attack the Gospel, and not their victims, nor erring Chris- 

tians in the Church. As the document concludes, "A carefUl study of Romans 16: 

17,18 underscores the importance of observing the distinction between erring Chris- 

tians, who must be instructed, and heretics, who attack the foundation of the charch."65  

Summary Observations 

(1) The Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod might well continue to explore its 

currently proposed exegesis of the Romans 16 text as indicated in the document, 

"Theology of Fellowship," to understand the implications of this proposal as a 

reversal of a previously held position on this text. 

(2) It represents a return to an earlier position on this text. In the 

literature of the early Church and also in that of the period of the Lutheran 

Reformation this text was interpreted then as now primarily as a warning against 

those who oppose radically the apostolic witness to Christ, that is, those who 

are unbelieving and heretical. 

(3) Any vague description of the enemy, for example that which would de-

scribe them as "adherents of false doctrine", is not specific enough to make a 

responsible evaluation of whom it is one should really avoid according to this 

Romans 16 text. 

(4) Romans 16:17f. should not be isolated from Romans 14 and 15 or any 

other such passage in which St. Paul asserts a given responsibility for all 
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Christians towards each other, irrespective of the factor of error or weakeness 

in one another. 

(5) The use of Romans 16:17f. to reject fellowship with other Christians 

on the grounds of dogmatic differences is not a legitimate use of the text, 

The enemy according to the text is not Christian at all, but Anti-Christ. If 

any would want to undergird Biblically an ecclesiology which would prohibit what 

has been called, "unionism," he will have to look elsewhere in Scripture for 

clear documentation. This conclusion is based not only on a current methodical 

exegesis of the text, but also on the historic exegesis of this text as revealed 

in documents written to the close of the Reformation period in the history of 

the church. 

For Further Study 

There still needs to be done same study over the difference between the 

Fundament of faith and fundamentals of faith. Similarly, a study such as this 

would need to include some clear distinction or relation between the Gospel and 

dogmas. Unionism itself needs to be still more clearly defined. There may exist 

conditions in the Church where the term might apply, and that rightly, but in-

sofar as this is not a very theological word it would seem that another word 

might well be chosen so as not to muddy the waters any longer with possible 

offenses given to other Christians by this word, let alone other Lutherans. 

It is interesting to note that historically this Synod may not have sought 

felloWship With other groups, but at the same time done what is called, "coop-

eration in things external". Exploration into possible abuse with respect to 

this practice should be undertaken. 
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